Sunrise™ Acute Care

Sunrise Acute Care is an advanced, interdisciplinary clinical solution that helps care teams embed desired practices and protocols into their workflows. It provides a comprehensive solution with advanced decision guidance, computerized physician order entry (CPOE), note and flowsheet documentation, clinical summary views and other key workflows necessary for driving quality care.

How Sunrise Acute Care can help

Clinician burnout
Sunrise Acute Care ranked #1 in KLAS for having the least amount of time spent documenting after hours. Sunrise Workflow Management Tool provides a quick, streamlined checklist view for workflow completion, so important tasks get done on time. Sunrise Visit Record offers single-screen access to all visit information, with built-in navigation links for quick access to detailed information.

Cognitive burden
Sunrise™ Patient Timeline provides a visual view of patients’ visit histories in all care settings, so important visits outside the hospital aren’t missed in the record. Sunrise™ Compass offers a consolidated task and workflow management feature that increases productivity. Sunrise™ Smart Pump Integration’s bidirectional pump integration significantly reduces manual documentation and entry errors.

Innovation
Allscripts® Go provides value to both patients and clients by ensuring patients get to appointments on time. Sunrise users can schedule a Lyft ride from the Sunrise workflow. Allscripts is the first EHR vendor to integrate with a rideshare program. Sunrise Tracking Board delivers a powerful and intuitive interface with order status at a glance and zero clicks to view vital tasks and information. Sunrise Patient Avatar is a 3D, dynamic avatar embedded within Aware Notes. Provides drag-and-drop entry of problems and interventions, decreasing documentation time by up to 50%.

Key Features

- **Streamline barcode administration**—Sunrise Barcoded Administration provides a single, simple user interface to scan, manage and administer all barcoded substances, including medications, dietary products and expressed breast milk.
- **Flag concerns before they become problems**—Sunrise Health Concerns provides a central dialog where existing problems, charted observations, results and allergies can be flagged as concerns.
- **Harmonized patient record at point of care**—Sunrise imports patient problems, allergies, medication and immunization data from community C-CDAs directly into the clinician workflow, creating a community-aware EHR and single patient record.
- **Improve overall database health**—Sunrise Patient Data Retirement supports improved response and faster start-up and back-up times by offloading patient data to a separate low-cost database, reducing the overall size of the Sunrise database. Historical data is accessible through the Sunrise Gateway.

Challenges we address

- **Harnessing critical innovation**—It is becoming increasingly more important for organizations to adopt the latest technologies to help clinicians deliver better care while ensuring they have the tools they need to solve the problems they face every day.
- **Managing cognitive burden**—Cognitive burden typically increases when unnecessary cognitive demands are imposed on a user, making the task of processing information overly complex. Organizations need an EHR that reduces (or eliminates) this burden, which can lead to a decrease in medical errors and irrational decision-making.
- **Harmful clinician burnout**—The impact of clinician burnout is real, and organizations need to partner with a health IT vendor that can help reduce its effects. Clinician suicide rates are 2x higher than the general population, significant numbers of physicians are leaving the practice early and 24% of ICU nurses suffer from post-traumatic stress disorder.
Outcomes we deliver

- **Meet the regulations of today and tomorrow**—Sunrise helps clients meet all regulatory requirements, and some clients have earned as much as $9M in Meaningful Use incentive funding.

- **Improve care quality**—Robert Wood Johnson University Hospital documented 100% of all medications, achieved 90% compliance with home medications matching discharge instructions and showed a 35% improvement in core measure compliance.

- **Automate workflows for improved efficiency**—Springhill Medical Center used personalized rules logic in Sunrise to improve the utilization rate of their automated discharge summary process from 6% to 70% in five months.

- **Improving patient access to care**—Madonna Rehabilitation Hospitals use automated documentation processes to improve patient access to care, and in five months increased its therapy plan of care compliance from 10% to 90%.

- **Solution from a global leader**—Salford Royal NHS Foundation Trust is using Sunrise to connect to the community and provide safer and more efficient patient care.

“It has to be safe, operationally efficient and physician friendly—and Allscripts hits the mark in all three areas. Plus our physicians and nurses love to use it.”

CIO, Sunrise client

“We do not see our physicians spending much time after hours completing documentation. The progress-notes functions are very efficient, and our physicians can generally finish their documentation as they do their rounds.”

CMIO, Sunrise Client